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Broad challenges matched by a broad expertise within 
the people involved in the GDR



R(D*)  with hadronic τ decays. 
R(D*)  with electrons. 
B → D**Ds(*) 
R(Λc)  with hadronic τ decay. 

R(K+), R(K*), (RpK)

Λb → pK ee / pK γ angular analysis

B →  K*ee angular analysis
Λb → Λ γ BR
B⁰ → ρ⁰γ BR 
B⁰ → K*2/K₁(1410)γ and  Bs→f’₂γ
B0 →  KS π+ π-  γ 

B  → K*ττ BR
Bs → τ τ / μ μ / μ μ γ

B   → K τ μ
B+  →  K e μ
B0  →  K* τ μ
B+  →  K+ τ μ
Bs   → τ μ

b → s ll (LFNU et LFV) 
B0 → K π  π γ /  B0 →  KS π+ π-  γ
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This series of lectures, organized in the framework of the GDR-InF, 
is devoted to topics currently of considerable interest in the high-

intensity frontier. 
Two experts, one theorist and one experimentalist, will dissect a 

given subject entirely on the blackboard, starting from the basics. 
Lectures aimed at people in the early stages of their research career, 

but more senior researchers more than welcome to attend. 
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In total 26 + 18 participants 

Diego (TH) Lucia (EXP) Martino(EXP) 
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“Dedicated sessions” on 
 radiative corrections  

This includes learning sessions: SCET 
for example 
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Sébastien Marie-Hélène Peter

     Radiative corrections  
In one line: TH error in flavour anomalies far from settled. 

Would deserve dedicated session(s)

EFT understanding  
If new physics heavy, it must show up as EFT shifts first. 

Are we being general enough? Accurate enough?

Model building  
Do proposed models point to something that makes sense? 

Connections with other NP hints (DM, g–2, ...)?
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The first penguin 
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